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Content
It happens, accept and deal with it.
Learning the unknown, dealing with the known unknown.
Effectiveness arised from common sense:
• Leadership - Rapid, detailed and agile.
• Operation – draw the model, run it and adapt it

Conlusion
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It happens, accept and deal with it.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

22/01/2020: first case, immediate act
07/03/2020: first serious spreading case –
immediate tracing and putting efforts at all front to
control.
15/4/2020: things undercontrol – immediate
transform to the new normal, boosting the economy
25/7/2020: second serious community case ( Da
Nang) – immediate focus, all in to regain control
08/08/2020: control Danang well, confident to have
national high school
02/09/2020: things under control – learned from
mistake – launching nation wide Covid safety check
and reopen
02/10/2020: getting ready to open for coming
commercial flights, boosting the economy
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Learning the unknown, dealing with the known unknown.

1.
2.

3.
4.

Vietnamese government proactively accept the first case without much knowledge about how to deal
with it. Raising the social awareness in all possible channels so everyone get ready.
Continuously learn about Covid-19 at all front and do whatever we can to learn about Covid-19
including asking for volunterary scientist from all over the world to work on Covid-19 with National
commitees – open science in action with over 300 scientist working together online and offline.
Activate tracing as soon as the first spreading case appears.
Decisively re-open the economy as soon as we know we can control
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Effectiveness arised from common sense.
Consistent messages and behaviour from the government to lead an united country so everyone can contribute
Each person accepts to face the
unknown and when it has
turned an unknown into a
known thing, do it:

The government accepts the
complexity and continually
regulates the social system

The goal of learning is not to go to school
but to learn

Wear a mask and wash your hands;

Do not gather large crowds, avoid
contact;

Combining flexible solutions from
central to local

Do not move around when not
neccesarry - especially inter-national,
inter-provincial
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Depends not only on the existing
administrative system, but also the
behavior of the society

We more than ever need to
collaborate openly, equally, and
create value together to adapt

Don't let any superficial principles
control us

The goal of the business is not to go to
the office but to make value and sell it,
The objective of administrative agencies
is not to meet but to create institutional
policies and solutions for society ....

Limit the use of air conditioning;
enhances light and fresh air;
When there is an infection, it is
necessary to cooperate in trace and
isolation;

Each person, each organization
needs to promote creativity to
bring life to order. Live to
achieve the goal, not just follow
the old ways and traditions:

Contribute with your abilities,
with true heart

The goal of sports is not to have fun, to
drink beer after training but to be
healthy, to reduce stress
The goal of the family is not to be
together but to live happily together ...

And ADAPT TOGETHER.
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Effectiveness arised from common sense. Get the model and run it
The epidemic is constantly growing in an
acute way, without timely intervention it will
collapse the health system, leading to social
unrest.
The speed of human intervention and the
application of technology can reduce the
level of epidemics “hurricane” .

The speed of information processing will
support the operating speed to reduce the
word epidemic storm.
Level 12+  Below Level 8

Model to response to control - Synergy of Healthcare practive and
Technology is the key to control
1. Role of healthcare sector
governance and execution

2. Media support roles

4. Supporting role in
treatment

3. Preventive medical support roles:
prevention, detection, isolation, zoned,
epidemic stamping

Rapid IT applications

Evidence-based, data driven decision making

Conclusion
1. Covid-19 pose great challenges to social governance system and
the government.
2. Government proactiveness is key.
3. Leadership with common sense, pragmatic and rapid action is
the most critical success factor.
4. United country, power to the people, open collaboration is the
right behaviour.
5. ICT applications, data-driven decision support is the right tool.
6. That means AGILE.
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